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analyzing TCP SYN packets statistically
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SUMMARY Distributed denial-of-service attacks on public
servers have recently become more serious. More are SYN Flood
attacks, since the malicious attackers can easily exploit the TCP
specification to generate traffic making public servers unavailable.
To assure that network services will not be interrupted, we need
faster and more accurate defense mechanisms against malicious
traffic, especially SYN Floods. One of the problems in detecting
SYN Flood traffic is that server nodes or firewalls cannot distin-
guish the SYN packets of normal TCP connections from those of
SYN Flood attack. Moreover, since the rate of normal network
traffic may vary, we cannot use an explicit threshold of SYN ar-
rival rates to detect SYN Flood traffic. In this paper we introduce
a mechanism for detecting SYN Flood traffic more accurately by
taking into consideration the time variation of arrival traffic. We
first investigate the statistics of the arrival rates of both normal
TCP SYN packets and SYN Flood attack packets. We then de-
scribe our new detection mechanism based on the statistics of
SYN arrival rates. Our analytical results show that the arrival
rate of normal TCP SYN packets can be modeled by a normal
distribution and that our proposed mechanism can detect SYN
Flood traffic quickly and accurately regardless of time variance
of the traffic.
key words: Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS), SYN Flood,
Statistical Analysis, Gamma Distribution, Traffic Monitoring

1. Introduction

The recent rapid growth and increasing utility of the In-
ternet are making Internet security issues increasingly
important. Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks are one of
the most serious problems and must be resolved as soon
as possible. These attacks prevent users from communi-
cating with service providers and have damaged many
major web sites all over the world.

The number of attacks is increasing, and the tech-
niques used to attack servers are more complex. In
the distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack often
seen recently, multiple distributed nodes attack a sin-
gle server concurrently. A malicious user tries to hack
remote nodes by exploiting the vulnerabilities of soft-
ware running on them, installs an attacking program
on hijacked nodes, and keeps them waiting for an or-
der to attack a victim server. When the malicious user
sends a signal to them, they begin to attack to the
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Fig. 1 Overview of a 3-way handshake and a SYN Flood attack

same server. Even if the rate of attack for each node
is small, the attack traffic can cause serious damage at
the victim server when the number of hijacked nodes is
large.

There are many kinds of DDoS attacks such as
Smurf attacks [1], UDP Floods [2], and SYN Flood at-
tacks [3]. In Smurf and UDP attacks, attackers gener-
ate many ICMP or UDP packets to exhaust the capac-
ity of the victim’s network link. In SYN Flood attacks,
attackers send so many connection requests to one vic-
tim server that users cannot connect to that server.
Because attackers can easily put servers into a denial-
of-service state this way, about 90% of all DoS attacks
are SYN Flood attacks [4].

SYN Flood attacks exploit the TCP (Transmission
Control Protocol) specification. In the TCP, a client
node communicates with a remote node (i.e., server)
by way of a virtual connection established by a process
called a 3-way handshake. As shown in Figure 1(a),
a client first sends a server a SYN requesting to es-
tablish a connection. Then the server sends the client
a SYN/ACK packet acknowledging receipt of the SYN
packet. When the client receives the SYN/ACK packet,
the client sends the server an ACK packet acknowl-
edging receipt of the SYN/ACK packet and begins to
transfer data.

In the 3-way handshake, the state in the server
waits for the ACK packet from the client is called the
half-open state. The server in the half-open state pre-
pares for communication with the client, for example,
by allocating a buffer. Since a server in the half-open
state is using some of its resources for the client, the
number of half-open states should be limited. The num-
ber of connections it can maintain while it is in the
half-open state is controlled in a backlog queue. SYN
packets in excess of the number that can be held in
the backlog queue are discarded, and the server sends
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RST packets to notify clients whose SYN packets are
discarded.

Figure 1(b) shows an overview of a SYN Flood
attack. Attackers send SYN packets whose source ad-
dress fields are spoofed. The server receiving these SYN
packets sends the SYN/ACK packets to spoofed ad-
dresses. If the node having the spoofed address actu-
ally exists, it sends a RST packet for the SYN/ACK
packet because it didn’t send the SYN packet. If there
is no host having the spoofed address, however, the
SYN/ACK packet is discarded by the network and the
server waits in vain for an ACK packet acknowledging
it. For losses of SYN/ACK packets, the server has a
timer in the backlog queue, and half-open states exceed-
ing the timer are removed. When the backlog queue is
filled with spoofed SYN packets, however, the server
cannot accept SYN packets from users trying to con-
nect to the server.

Because the packets used in SYN Flood attacks
do not differ from normal TCP SYN packets except
in the spoofing of the source addresses, it is difficult to
distinguish them from normal TCP SYN packets at the
victim server. This is why SYN Flood attacks are hard
to detect. Many methods to defend servers from these
attacks, however, have been proposed.

In the ingress filtering [5], the internal router is
configured to block packets that have source addresses
from outside the internal network. This method can-
not, however, remove all attack packets because attack
packets with addresses of internal network cannot be
blocked.

SYN cache [6] and SYN cookie [7] are mechanisms
in server nodes. In the SYN cache mechanism, the
server node has a global hash table to keep half-open
states of all applications, while in the original TCP
these are stored in the backlog queue provided for each
application. As a result, the node can have more num-
ber of half-open states and the impact of SYN Flood
attack can be reduced. However, this mechanism does
not resolve the problem of SYN Flood attacks funda-
mentally. On the other hand, the SYN cookie mecha-
nism can remove the backlog queue by using a cookie
approach. In the original TCP the server node first
allocates the server’s resources and sends SYN/ACK
packet. It is because there is no method to validate
whether the received ACK packet after sending the
SYN/ACK packet is really the acknowledgment of the
SYN/ACK packet (i.e., the final packet of 3-way hand-
shake). The SYN cookie embeds a magic number en-
crypted by the header of the SYN packet (e.g., IP ad-
dresses, port numbers) into the sequence number of the
SYN/ACK packet. The server node then verify the
ACK packet of the SYN/ACK packet by decrypting
the sequence number of the ACK packet. The server
node then allocate the server’s resource only when the
ACK packet is valid. This mechanism can remove the
backlog queue, however, the process of encryption may

become another weakness against the high-rated SYN
packets. Moreover because the SYN cookie mechanism
does not have any states of the connection until the
last ACK packet is validated, the SYN cookie cannot
retransmit the SYN/ACK packet when it is lost.

If routers can handle the state of TCP handshakes
at the servers, for example, they can detect SYN Flood
attacks more easily. Some firewalls therefore mitigate
the damage of attacks by sending a SYN/ACK packet
on behalf of the server and letting SYN packets to the
server through only when the router receives the ACK
packet of the delegated SYN/ACK packet from the
client [8]. The server thus does not need to hold many
half-open states for spoofed SYN requests. The cost of
this mechanism, however, is high because firewalls need
to handle the states of TCP connections. Also, while
this method can avoid the damage of momentary at-
tacks, it is vulnerable to long-term attacks that which
overwhelm the firewalls. In such case, routers must de-
tect attacks as quickly as possible and setup a filter to
remove attack packets or to limit the rates of attack
traffic.

Several methods for detecting attacks have been
proposed, and one is to detect the mismatch between
bidirectional packets [9]. When a server is not under at-
tack, packet arrival rates for both directions are almost
the same or at least of the same order, because the TCP
needs an ACK packet for each packet that is sent. If the
packet arrival rate for one direction is much higher than
that for the other direction, the traffic in the high-rate
direction might include some attack packets. In this
mechanism, however, the router cannot detect the at-
tack until the server can reply SYN/ACK packets for
spoofed SYN packets. MULTOPS [10] is one of sim-
ilar versions which checks asymmetries of traffics for
both directions with the granularity of subnets. An-
other method in [11] is to use the difference between
the rates of SYN packets (i.e., the head of the connec-
tion) and FIN/RST packets (i.e., tail of the connec-
tion). If the rate of SYN packets is much higher than
that of FIN or RST packets, the router recognizes that
the attacking traffic is mixed into the current traffic.
[12] detects attacks by the number of source addresses.
If the number of source addresses increase rapidly, the
current traffic might include attack packets.

These methods have several problems, however,
one of which is that they cannot detect attacks until
servers are seriously damaged or until most of the con-
nections are closed. Another is that they may mistake
high-rate normal traffic for attack traffic because they
do not take into consideration the normal time-of-day
variation of network traffic or they do but using non-
parametric approach without knowing how the normal
traffic varies. Non-parametric approach can detect at-
tacks in case of any variance of normal traffic, but re-
quire long time. Attack traffic should be identified more
accurately and faster by considering the variance of nor-
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mal traffic.
In this paper, we propose a method that detects at-

tacks more quickly and more accurately by taking the
time-of-day variance of traffic into consideration. For
this purpose, we first collect all packets passing through
the gateway of our university, and analyze the statis-
tical characteristics of both normal and attack traffics.
In Seccion 2 we then explain how we gathered data
on router traffic and investigated the characteristics of
normal traffic statistically. We then describe a new de-
tection algorithm based on the results of our statistical
analysis. In Section 3, we describe the definition of the
attack traffic used in this paper and we show through
trace-driven simulations that our method can detect all
of attack traffics we defined. In Section 4 we conclude
by briefly summarizing the paper and mentioning some
of the future work we intend to do.

2. Statistical analysis of traffic and attack de-
tection method

In this section, we first describe how we gathered the
data we used to model normal traffic and how we an-
alyzed that data. We then describe the algorithm we
use to detect the attack traffic.

2.1 Monitoring and classification of real traffic

We deployed a traffic monitor at the gateway of Os-
aka University. We used optical-splitters to split the
1000 Base-SX fiber-optic cables and recorded the head-
ers of all of packets transferred on this link. That is,
we monitored all the packets in both the inbound and
outbound directions at Osaka University.

We use tcpdump [13] to read the headers of packets.
Although tcpdump cannot guarantee to read headers of
all packets at wire-speed, we confirmed that the headers
of less than 0.01% of the packets were not recorded and
these losses did not affect the results of our statistical
analysis.

We first classified monitored packets into flows.
We defined a series of packets which have the same
(src IP, src port, dest IP, dest port, protocol) fields as a
single flow and we classify these flows into the following
five groups.

Group N Flows that completed the 3-way handshake
and were closed normally by an FIN or RST packet
at the end of connections.

Group Rs Flows terminated by a RST packet before
a SYN/ACK packet was received from the desti-
nation host. These flows were terminated this way
because the destination host was not available for
the service specified in the SYN request.

Group Ra Flows terminated by a RST packet before
an ACK packet for the SYN/ACK packet was re-
ceived. These flows were terminated this way be-
cause the SYN/ACK packets were sent to a host

Table 1 Classification of flows

Group number of flows percentage

N 18,147,469 85.1
Rs 622,976 2.9
Ra 75,432 0.3
Ts 2,435,228 11.4
Ta 2,009 0.0

that was not in the Internet.
Group Ts Flows containing only SYN packets. These

flows are not terminated explicitly (i.e., by
RST/FIN packets) but by the timeout of flows.
There would be three reasons that flows could be
classified into this group. One was that, the des-
tination node did not respond the SYN packet be-
cause, for example, the destination node is tempo-
rally shut down due to e.g., maintenance. A second
was that the source address of the SYN packet was
spoofed and the destination sent the SYN/ACK
packet to the spoofed address. The third was that
all of the SYN/ACK packets were discarded by
the network (e.g., because of due to network con-
gestion).

Group Ta Flows containing only SYN and its
SYN/ACK packets. Like Group Ts flows, these
flows were terminated by the timeout of flows. In
this case, however, it was because all the ACK
packets were dropped.

To identify the traffic of normal flows, we focused on
the Group N flows. Hereafter, we refer these flows as
normal traffic and to Groups Rs, Rs, Ts and Ta flows
as incomplete traffic.

2.2 Time-dependent variation of normal traffic and its
statistical modeling

In the work shown in this paper, we used the traf-
fic data for 5 days: from 17:55 on March 20, 2003
to 19:45 on March 24, 2003. The average rate of in-
coming traffic (from the Internet to the campus net-
work) was about 12.0 Mbps and the average rate of
outgoing traffic was about 22.4 Mbps. During busy
hours (09:00 to 17:00) the average incoming and outgo-
ing rates were respectively 37.0 Mbps and 55.0 Mbps.
A total of 1,983,116,637 TCP packets were monitored,
21,615,220 of which were SYN packets. The total num-
ber of flows that were monitored, however, was only
21,283,114. The difference between the number of SYN
packets and the number of flows is due to the retrans-
mission of SYN packets.

The numbers of flows classified into each of the five
groups are listed in Table 1. These values were obtained
using 180 seconds as the timeout. That is, if there are
more than 180 seconds after the last packet in of the
flow, we considered the flow to be terminated.

The time-dependent variations of SYN arrival
rates of all flows, the flows in normal traffic and the
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flows in incomplete traffic are shown in Figures 2.
Points where the arrival rate rises sharply (e.g., 28,000
sec and 57,000 sec) seem to be due to incomplete traffic.
These results also show that we would mistakenly iden-
tify many points as attacks if we set a single threshold
for the SYN arrival rates because the arrival rates of
the normal traffic change over time. We can also see
that the distribution of SYN arrival rates seems to be
different in incomplete traffic from in the normal traffic
especially at the tail.

To confirm this impression, we fitted the SYN ar-
rival rates of normal traffic to several distributions. We
selected four distributions as candidates.

The equation for the normal distribution F (x) with
the mean ζ and the variance σ2 of measured SYN ar-
rival rates is

F (x) =
∫ x

−∞

1√
2πσ

exp[
−(y − ζ)2

2σ2
]dy. (1)

The lognormal distribution of which variable is the
logarithmic variable of the normal. The equation for
the log normal distribution is

F (x) =
∫ x

−∞

1√
2πσy

exp[
−(log y − ζ)2

2σ2
]dy. (2)

In lognormal distribution, two parameters (ζ,σ) are cal-
curate from

ζ̂ =
1
n

n∑
i=0

log xi (3)

σ̂2 =
1
n

n∑
i=0

(log xi − ζ̂). (4)

where n is the number of samples.
The equation for the Pareto distribution is

F (x) = 1 − (x
k )α, x ≥ k (5)

Parameters (α,k) in Pareto distribution are obtaioned
from [14].

k̂ = min(x1, x2, . . . , xn), (6)

α̂ = n

[
n∑

i=1

log
xi

k̂

]
. (7)

The equation for the gamma distribution is

Γ(λ) =
∫ ∞

0

xλ−1e−xdx, (8)

f(x) =
{

1
Γ(α)βα xα−1e−

x
β , 0 < x < ∞

0, −∞ < x < 0
(9)

We calcuate parameters (α,β) in the gamma dis-
tribution so that it has the same average E(X) and
same variance V (X) as the sample. The parameters

(a) all flows

(b) normal traffic

(c) incomplete traffic

Fig. 2 Time-dependent variation of SYN arrival rates

are given by

α =
E(X)2

V (X)
(10)

β =
V (X)
E(X)

. (11)
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Fig. 3 Comparisons between the distributions of SYN rates
and the four distributions(normal traffic)

Figure 3 shows the result of fitting the normal traf-
fic to four distributions. This figure compares the cu-
mulative distribution of SYN packet arrival rates with
the cumulative distributions descrived above. This
curve is for the data obtained in 10-second intervals.
We used 10,000 samples to obtain the SYN rate distri-
butions. From this figure we can see that tail of the
SYN rate distribution of the normal traffics is quite
diffrent from Pareto distribution. Among rest three
distributions, the gamma distribution is most suitable
for the normal traffic in the region of 99-percentile and
higher. On the other hand, the normal distribution is
most appropriate in the area of less than 95-percentile.
The lognormal distribution can also be fit to the normal
traffic at 90-percentile and below.

To verify the appropriateness of the statistical
modeling, we calcuate average of squared difference.
In this experiment we especially focus on the tail part
of the distribution of the normal traffic. We define
Xt(0 ≤ Xt ≤ 1) as the ratio of the tail part of the distri-
bution. In other words, by setting Xt = 0.9 we obtain
the region of the distribution at 90% and higher. Let us
denote the number of samples of SYN rates as n. We
sort sampled SYN rates in ascending order and label
them ri(1 ≤ i ≤ n). F−1(x) is the inverse function of
F (x). Denote as D the average of squared differences
from distributions F (x).

D =

∑n
i=n−�nXt�(F

−1( i
n ) − ri)2

�nXt� − 1
. (12)

We calculated the value of D for each of our mea-
surements of the SYN arrival rate (i.e., for every 10
seconds in our experiment). We used 10,000 samples
to obtain the SYN rate distributions and the samples
are obtained in 10-second intervals. That is, we need
total 100,000 seconds to obtain the entire distribution.
We then calculate the average of squared differences for
each sample by using 10,000 histories of samples. Fig-
ure 4 shows the time-dependent variation of average of
squared difference of normal traffic from normal, log-
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Fig. 4 Variation of average of squared differences between the
sampled SYN rates and the three distributions

normal and gamma distributions. From this figure we
can see that lognormal distribution is sometimes quite
different from sample distribution. D on the gamma
distribution is the smallest at any time, and its vari-
ation is also small. The variation of D on the normal
distribution also does not vary regardless of time. From
this observation, we can conclude that the gamma dis-
tribution is most appropriate to model the normal traf-
fic statistically. The normal distribution is also useful
for modeling, and the lognormal distribution gives a
fair appropriateness.

We next evaluate for fitting statistical distributions
with all traffic (i.e. the traffic including both normal
and attack traffics). The results is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5 compares the distribution of SYN arrival rates
of all flows three distributions used above. From this
figure, we can observe a clear difference from the nor-
mal traffic case (Figure 5). Even in gamma and normal
distributions the actual traffic is far from the modeling
functions. It is because the attack traffic included in
the all traffic gives a strong impact to the statistics, and
clearly different from human-generated characteristics
(e.g., constantly high rate for a long period). Espe-
cially, the influence of the attack traffic is significantly
appeared at the tail part of the distribution. This is the
reason why we focus on the tail part of the distribution
for distinguish the attack traffic.

2.3 Attack detection method based on statistics of
SYN arrival rates

As described in the previous subsection, the SYN ar-
rival rates of the normal traffic can be modeled by
gamma or normal distributions. Therefore it would be
possible to detect the attack traffic by checking the dif-
ference between the sampled SYN rates and the mod-
eled distribution functions at the tail part of the dis-
tribution. Since there is a clear difference between the
attack traffic and the gamma/normal distribution func-
tion, we can identify the attack traffic by setting a kind
of threshold about the difference. In this subsection we
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Fig. 5 Distribution of SYN packet arrival rate when attacks
started.

propose a new detection method based on this motiva-
tion.

SYN arrival rates are calculated every time N SYN
packets arrives. We measure the interval T between
two sets of N SYN packet arrivals. We estimate the
arrival rate from N

T . Note that this method is different
from the SYN rate calculation described in the pre-
vious subsection. There are two reasons as following.
First, in the heavy-loaded condition, we need to detect
the attack more quickly. Hence the sampling interval
should be variable according to the load of the network.
Second, on the implementation issue this counter-based
rate calculation is simpler than timer-based one because
the interrupting timer is not necessary. We then collect
M SYN rates, calculate the parameters of the modeled
distribution function, and obtain the average squared
difference between the sampled distribution and the
modeled distribution function. Namely, total NM SYN
packets are needed in order to obtain the distribution.

In calculating the average squared difference, we
introduce two ratio values Sh and Xt, which are the
ratio of the oldest part of samples and the tail part
of the distribution, respectively. Figure 6 shows the
outline of the average squared difference calculation.
First, we calculate the parameter of the model function
by using the Sh oldest part of sampled SYN rates. The
reason why we use Sh is as follows. We calculate the
value of D for each event of SYN rate calculation. The
oldest one in M SYN rates are identified as the normal
traffic in M − 1 times. That is, if no attack traffic is
detected previously, the older SYN rate has a tendency
to be identified as normal traffic. We then calculate the
squared difference D at the range of the Xt tail part of
the distribution. In this paper, we set Xt = 1 − Sh for
simplicity.

Figure 7(a), Figure 8(a) and Figure 9(a) show the
variation of the averages of squared differences for all
flows and Figure 7(b), Figure 8(b) and Figure 9(b) show
the ones for normal traffic. According to these results,
the averages of the squared differences for the normal
traffic are quite small and stable regardless of time. The
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Fig. 6 Outline of the average squared difference calculation
　　

averages of the squared differences for all flows, on the
other hand, rise rapidly at several points (we call them
spikes throughout this paper). Comparing Figures 7(a)
with Figures 7(b) and Figures 8(a) with Figures 8(b)
suggest that these spikes are caused by the incomplete
traffic including attack traffic. Therefore, we can detect
attacks by setting a threshold for the average of squared
difference as the boundary between normal traffic and
attack traffic.

3. Performance evaluation

3.1 Definition of attack traffic

Prior to the performance evaluation, we define the at-
tack traffic that must be detected as traffic that can put
a server into a denial-of-service state. This state occurs
when the backlog queue is full and new SYN packets
arrive at the server. The length of the backlog queue is
configured by a kernel parameter in the operating sys-
tem, and the default parameters of the backlog queue
on some major operating systems are listed in Table 2.
The timeout values in this table are the durations un-
til the half-open connections in the backlog queue are
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Fig. 7 Variation of average of squared differences between the
sampled SYN rates and the gamma distribution

Table 2 default configuration of backlog queue

OS max length timeout (sec)

Linux 1,024 180
Solaris 1,024 240
Windows 2000 server 200 40

removed. That is, the half-open connections exceeding
the timeout are closed by the server. To put a server
into a denial-of-service state, attackers have to supply a
number of SYN packets exceeding the maximum length
of backlog queue within the timeout period. Supposing
that target servers are running on Linux and we define
attacks as cases when more than 1024 SYN packets hav-
ing incompleted the 3-way handshake are sent within
180 seconds. Scanning our 5-day data, we found total
10 points satisfying this definition of attack traffic.

3.2 Accuracy of proposed detection method

We evaluated our detection algorithm by using a trace-
driven simulation based on the traffic data we mea-
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Fig. 8 Variation of average of squared differences between the
sampled SYN rates and the normal distribution

sured. We define the probability (P−) of not de-
tecting the attack traffic (i.e., the probability of the
false-negative errors) and the probability (P+) of er-
roneously detecting an attack (i.e., the probability of
false-positive errors), which are calculated from follow-
ing:

P− =
� of attacks not detected

� of attacks satisfying the definition
(13)

P+ =
� of points erroneously detected as attacks

� of points detected as attacks

Probabilities of P− and P+ are shown in Figure 10
respectively as a function of the threshold for the aver-
age of squared difference. In this regard, we set N to
100, Sh to 90 and M to 100. These figures show that
both distribution could detect all attacks when we set
the threshold to less than 250. Though probability of
detecting erroneously was 5 % when the threshold was
250, these erroneous detections were caused by a single
client sending about 20 SYNs/sec. From the viewpoints
of fairness and resource managements, this relatively
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Fig. 9 Variation of average of squared differences between the
sampled SYN rates and the lognormal distribution

high-rate traffic should be limited. It can, after all, be
regarded such traffic as “attack traffic” directed at the
Internet itself rather than a specific server.

3.3 Detectable SYN rate of attack traffic

We also examine the SYN rates of attacks that can be
detected without erroneous detections. Because low-
rate attack traffic was not found in our data, we sim-
ulated such traffic by injecting low-rate attack traffic
into the traced traffic.

3.4 Effect of parameters in our detection method

Figure 11 shows the SYN rates of attacks can be de-
tected as a function of parameter Sh. We can detect
lower-rate attacks by setting Sh to 75 than to 70. That
is because when Sh is smaller, the number of samples
used to estimate the parameters is smaller and we can-
not model accurately. On the other hand, we can detect
lower-rate attacks by setting Sh to 85 than by to 90.
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Fig. 10 Relation between threshold for average of the squared
difference and the probabilities of not detecting an attack (—–)
and of erroneously detecting an attack(- - -).

Too small Xt makes detection too sensitive because the
number of samples compared with the models is small.

Figure 12 shows the SYN rates of attacks can be
detected as a function of parameter N . In this regard,
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Fig. 11 Relation between the detectable SYN rate of attack
traffic and parameter Sh.
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Fig. 12 Relation between the detectable SYN rate of attack
traffic and parameter N .

we set X to 90 and M to 100. When we set too small
N , momentary high rates are detected erroneously. On
the other hand, larger N makes attack detection more
dull and it takes more time to detect attacks.

Figure 13 shows the SYN rates of attacks can be
detected as a function of parameter M . In this regard,
we set Sh to 90 and N to 100. When we set M to larger
value, we can model more accurately. However, we can
detect lower-rate attacks by setting M to 200 than by
to 250. That is because large M makes effect of attack
traffic on the distribution of SYN arrival rates small
and makes low-rate attacks difficult to be detected.

These results show also our method can detect
smaller attacks than a single threshold cannot detect.
Figure 2(b) shows the SYN arrival rates vary between
10 and 50 SYNs/sec. Therefore, to avoid erroneous de-
tection, we should set a single threshold of SYN arrival
rate more than 50 SYNs/sec though the threshold can-
not detect low-rate attacks which occur in hours when
the traffic is relatively low. Time-of-day variation of
SYN rates influences methods using a single thresh-
old. On the other hand, our method can detect at-
tacks regardless of time-of-day variation of SYN rates.
Therefore Figures 11 through 13, we can see that our
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Fig. 13 Relation between the detectable SYN rate of attack
traffic and parameter M .

method can detect attacks whose rates are lower than
20 SYNs/sec.

3.5 Comparison among three distribution functions

Figures 11 through 13 also show that there is no sig-
nificant observation among three distribution functions
(normal, lognormal, and gamma). So we can use any
of these functions to detect the attack traffic in case
of our simulation. But if we focus on the deployment
of our detection mechanism, the calculation complex-
ity is also important. It is clear that the calculation
of the lognormal distribution is more complex than the
one of the normal distribution. Both the normal and
the gamma distributions requires much computational
overhead, however, the calculation of parameters in the
normal distribution is very easy. Also, the calculation
of the normal distribution function can be simplified by
using a table of standard normal distribution. In sum-
mary, the normal distribution is most appropriate to
detect the attack traffic on considering both accuracy
and implementation issues.

3.6 Time needed to detect the attack traffic

Figure 14 shows the dynamics of average of squared
difference from the beginning of the attacks. In this
figure, the SYN rates of the attacks are 20 SYNs/sec,
24 SYNs/sec and 28 SYNs/sec. In this figure N is 200,
M is 100 and Sh is 90. We use the normal distribution
as the model distribution. This figure shows that the
averages of squared differences increase gradually after
the beginning of attacks. When the threshold is set
to 20, which detect attacks without detecting any at-
tacks erroneously, attacks with SYN rates higher than
28 SYNs/sec can be detected within 20 seconds. In this
case, the number of half-open states caused by attack is
560, which is smaller than the length of backlog queue
in Linux.

To show that our mechanism can detect attacks
faster, we compare the time needed to detect attacks
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Fig. 14 Average of squared differences versus time after the
beginning of attacks with various SYN rates.

on our method with the time on the method proposed
in [11]. Throughout this paper, we refer it as SYN-FIN
method.

We first note here a brief description of the SYN-
FIN method. First, we calculate Δi which is the differ-
ence between the number of SYN or SYN/ACK packets
and the number of RST or FIN packets. We then ob-
tain the normalized value of Δi by dividing the average
number of RST or FIN packets F , which is given by
xi = Δi/F . We then calculate yi from

yi =
{

0 (yi−1 + xi−1 − α ≤ 0)
yi−1 + xi−1 − α (otherwise) (14)

Finally, we determine the traffic has some attacks by
detecting the value of yi exceeds the threshold T .

In the simulation, we set the values of α and T to
be 0.15 and 0.37 respectively, which are the optimized
parameters to detect attacks as fast as possible. In this
simulation we used normal distribution as the model
and set N to 200, M to 100 and Sh to 90. We set the
threshold of D in our method to be 20, which can detect
attacks without detecting any attacks erroneously.

Figure 15 compares the time to detect attacks be-
tween our method and SYN-FIN method. We var-
ied the rate of attacking traffic and measure the time
needed to detect the attacking traffic. From this fig-
ure, we can observe that our method is much faster to
detect attacks than SYN-FIN method. One of the rea-
sons is because SYN-FIN method uses a non-parametric
approach to estimate the difference the characteristic
of normal from the one of attacking traffics, while our
method adopts a parametric approach (i.e., we model
that the SYN rate of the normal traffic follows the nor-
mal distribution) to estimate it. The parametric ap-
proach can detect faster and more accurate than the
non-parametric approach in the cases if the model is
appropriate. However, SYN-FIN method has an ad-
vantage that it can also detect attacks with lower rate
(e.g., less than 14 SYNs/sec). Our method cannot de-
tect them because the traffic having the low rate attacks
still follows the normal distribution.
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Fig. 15 Time to detect attacks with our method (—-) and with
SYN-FIN method (- - -)

3.7 Resource needed by detection method

From above results, our method can work with only 100
samples of SYN rates. If we monitor D for each desti-
nation address, we need 100 samples for each address.
The captured traffic has 1,000 destination addresses in
1,000 seconds of inbound traffic, and 10,000 destination
addresses in 1,000 seconds of outbound traffic. Accord-
ing to Figure 2(b), arrival rates are not so large and
we can then assume a small range of integer value (i.e.,
16 bits) is enough for counting SYN rates. Then we
need 200 KByte for incoming traffic and 2 Mbyte for
outgoing traffic.

4. Conclusion and future work

We analyzed the traffic at an Internet gateway and the
results showed that we can model the arrival rates of
normal TCP SYN packets as a normal distribution. Us-
ing this result, we described a new attack detection
method taking the time variance of arrival traffic into
consideration. Simulation results show that our method
can detect attacks quickly and accurately regardless of
the time variance of the traffic. Our future works are
to set the threshold automatically and to optimizesome
configurable parameters (e.g., sampling intervals, num-
ber of samples to obtain the distribution).
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